Horses/Riders WILL NOT be disqualified

Simple Changes are PREFERRED

Kent County Preferences:

For doing simple changes:

Horses/Riders WILL NOT be disqualified

Simple Changes are ALLOWED

1. Left Lead to mid-line between
   mid-line, Stop/canter down
   11. Left Lead around 3/4" cone
   10. Right Lead to mid-line between
   9. Left Lead around 3/4" cone
   8. Right Lead to mid-line between
   7. Left Lead around 3/4" cone
   6. Right Lead to mid-line between
   5. Left Lead to mid-line between
   4. Right Lead to mid-line between
   3. Left/Trot to mid-line around
   2. Trot/Trot to mid-line
   1. Gate (recommended but optional)

Notice: Follow layout of pattern with

Start at Gate

English & Western Riding Patterns